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The Manchester '17'CC was awarded a certificate on the 19th June, for
assisting the Stockport and District Taxi Drivers with their outing for handicapped
children.
and underprivilaged

(RAC/ACUInstructors),
of 10 Manchester '17'embers
The 'escort'onsisted
The Sergeants of both forces complemented
and Police from G/Manchester and Merseyside.
the safe and efficient riding of the MC '17'embers.
Everbody had a good day out (including the children), which was helped by the
Problems were few with only five breakdowns, the first of which was
fantastic weather.
the breakdown vehicle ! Not a had record considering the 100 + vehicles traveHing from
Stockport to Southport and back.

After one years wait for this txip I shall be looking forward to the next trip in
even though it did cost me over 50 notes fox the day, it was worth every penny to

1980,
see those kids enjoying themselves

so

much.

PAUL HIBBERT
Calendar of Events for August.

DATE

VENUE
White City

EVENT

August 5th
S live r sf one
August 12th
Nant Yr Hwych
August 18th
Earls Couxt,I,ondon
to
31st
Aug. 25th
Donnington Park
August 26th
Oulton Park
August 27th
Darley Moor
August 27th

World Speedway Championships
British G. P. Road Races
2 day Enduro
Motor Cycle Show

British Championships
Super bikes k International

STATUS
International
National

National
International

Club Racing

CHAIRMAN'S CHATTER
Roger has gone to Kenya for a couple of months and Paul Hibbert has bravely
Thanks Paul!
stepped in to produce this newsletter.

This year, with our
The Manchester '17's booming in many respects.
membership once again flourishing, the Club will promote two really big events in the
Dave Rowland Trophy Trial on July 22nd and the Peak Road Trial on August 19th. I
to the meeting Secretaries.
hope many of you will come forward to offer assistance
Years ago, with only 70 members, the Club was notable for its multi-interest
Everyone knew everyone else and the turnout at a trial or scramble wa.s
activities.
There was a sense of belon~wvg; a working together for the
as good as on clubnight.
common good and enjoyment,

3QQ

I don't think attitudes have changed so much, it is just that much haxder to make
plus members feel part of the Club as such.
As Chairman, I find the most frustrating practical obstacle comes when trying

on Tuesday nights.
to make announcements
bar, tap room and car park?

How can you communicate

with those in the

Our go-ahead P.R.O. Dave Searle has a myriad of ideas to ease the problem.
The notice board will be enlarged and
The committee will once again wear badges.
re-sited. A laxge emblem will be displayed to make membex's feel they are primarily
at the Manchestex '17'lub rather than the Robin Hood. We intend to make more use
of the newsletter, encouraging contributions and including a calendar of forthcoming
Two riding competitions and a quiz are on the cards for future Tuesdays.
events.
The only real solution, agreed by the committee in principle is to find a bigger
clubroom. At present we chock the lounge doors open to encourage members to move
around between groups but this has a secondary effect. Visiting motorcylists can drift
straight into the clubroom without passing any visible or organisational boundaries.

This in itself has two facets. We don't want to frighten people off; make it
However, group
more difficult to establish contact, or impose initiation formalities.
psychology tells us that the more difficult it is to join a club the more outsiders want
to join; and once in the club the members work hard, together to preserve its identity
and standards.

Somewhere

inbetween we must find a compromise.

You will see elsewhere in this newsletter a questionnaire which I am asking you
It will enabl the committee to assess
all to return to me by hand or by post.
clubxoom
question.
whole
In thinking about the notion to try to be
and review the
If we had the money....... If we obtained a brewery loan....
positive and constructive.
If we got a Sports Council subsidy..... If we could solve the steward/caretaker problem.....
members'iews

my view that the seemingly impossible can be done (other smaller clubs have
We
done it) and the Manchester '17'ill have something to show for its 44 years continuity.
are a big Club, a successful Club and an inovative Club (in recent years we have instigated
the Manx Grand Prix Helicopter Fund, the Inter Centre Sidecar Team Trial, the Peak
Road Trial and the Cheshire Centre Youth Team Trial).

It is

Do you feel like a member of a big
You are a member of this Club on paper.
—
always meeting
always something happening —
thriving club with multiple interests
inter e sting people?

In 1985 the Manchester '17'ill celebrate its Golden Jubilee. Let us make those
bar, games room, coffee-bar, workshop and all!
celebrations in our own Clubroom —

PAUL TCGTALL

CHESHIRE CENTRE YOUTH TEAM TRIAL

FIRST

ALL ROUND

an idea from Scott Rowland, he is the lanky one, who not only
the
rocks, but has a nasty habit of laughing at my attempts at
drinks pints of coke on
sections.

It started with

The idea was to have an inter club team trial like the adults have, but for youths.
'l7't was put to the centre board, who not only passed
So in the name of the Manchester
the idea but provided a trophy.

we

After one aborted date because of the silly weather we have had
finally ran the first ever Youth team trial on Good Friday (13th! ).

since Christmas

Scott was the team manager
(more will be said about that later). The section marking team consisted of Scott, Ian
Ruffley, Roy Renton with Rick Stewart providing the moderating force. This job which
absorbs an unbelievable amount of time is normally done by Ron Hulme, who has that
uncanny skill of looking a hazard before 70 odd riders have tackled the section up to
four times with that skill to make them a challenge to all.

A really hard contribution came from the youngsters,

Assistance with the results was also forthcoming from our enthusiastic youngsters
This was when we
with Scott Jones working the antique computer, to work out the scores.
as
the
team manager;
had
done
Scott
(Rick Stewart and I), began to realise what a good job

A

Manchester

Best Team

Trent
'l7'toke-on-

2nd

3rd
4th

Denby 5 Mol.d
North West School
eoys

A

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

Manchester

B
B
C

'l7'.W.S.B.

Manchester

A

'17'OT

A
DAM

B

Total loss
Total loss
Total loss

31

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

117
122
190
220
227
372

loss
loss
loss
loss
loss
loss

51

71

Each rider was in the right team, no one in the team beat any one in the
and no one in the C team beat anyone in the B team.
So, not only were Manchester

and best managed!

A team
B team
C team

'17'he first with the idea, but first in the

A team,
event

our team members:

—Tony Scarlett, Mick Edwards, Graham Hatton, Scott Rowland and Philip Retton.
—Ian Rawlins, Dave Watson, J. Thompson, Andrew Cantrell and Phil Turner.

—Roy

Renten,

Ian Ruffley, S. Parr and

A. Carey.
KEN R.

TRAIL RIDERS VIEW OF THE BMF RALLY 13.

5. 79

day for
weather soon saw Peter Potts S. P. 370 Suzuki and the MZ 7 day original over the hills
towards CIIESTERFIELD. The first 100 miles was soon polished off in 2 hours and after
a jug of petrol in Grantham it was onto the A1 and a tight wire for the MZ. Peter still
claimed he had plenty of throttle left as we arrived past BMs NORTONS and other assorted
The showground at Peterborough reached we parked up at the edge to make locating
debris.
easier on returning or so we hoped.

A 7.

30

a.m. start on the Sunday with what promised to be

a gorgeous

The programmed events were good with ramp jumping over cars and wheelies
across the arena, not to say much about this criss-cross manoeuvring which just seemed
Charging through blazing bales of straw seemed more
boring repetition with no crashes.
—
don't
wish anyone any harm but a real good pile up goes
spectacular but no-one got fried I
Supa 5 before chatting
down great with me. I visited the MZ stand to view a sectionalised
THOMPSON who
BRIAN
to
later
on
stand
and
speaking
to BRUCE ROBERTS on the T.R. F.
On xetuxning to the arena to collect
was xather gloomy about lack of time to fight reviews.
a prune, a good demo of wheelies
sun
until
became
the
be
in
Peter who had decided to stop
with S.P. 370s took place and PETER POTTS will now have to go into serious training—
Well the day got hottex and hotter and
RON, please order a supply of rear mudguards.
having removed nearly all the clothes we arrived in, strolling round in wellies, still
felt ridiculous.

FRANK SPENCER of 'SOME MOTHERS DO AVE EM'ame was clowning around
on a bike but ended up being carried struggling into a pickup truck and driven out of the arena.
A visit to the CONCOURS D'ELEGANCE was mildly interesting but only went to show that
if you ride em you can't show em and win, which I think is a pity as who wants to keep
their bike in cotton wool 95% of the time.
a glass of bee,r; together with what seemed
500 others trying to do likewise, we supped up and headed towards the parking field, well
least said about the next twenty minutes or so whilst trying to find the MZ and Suzuki—
never seen so many red MZ,s like mine. The homeward journey retraced our outward
one and whilst Peter refueled the Suzuki in MANSFIELD, I xemember thinking how nice it
is to have a 3. 9 gallon tank, onward into Chesterfield where I confused the A632 with the
A623 and headed out towards MATLOCK instead of CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH, in MATLOCK
the MZ spluttered and ran onto reserve and from then on down the A6 into BUXTON, WHALEY
BRIDGE, NEW MILLS, not an open garage in sight, I finally ran completely dry at the
top of MELLOR about 2 miles from home, however ~ pint from the Suzuki soon put things
When working out petrol used I began
right thank goodness for 35 miles out of reserve!

After a rather prolonged fight to get

I'e

—

to consider the main jet must have fallen out but it would appear that whilst economy at
small throttle openings is good the complete reverse is true when the wire is tight. Just
as a comparison the MZ used 4. 5 gallons on 260 miles averaging 58 m. p. g. whilst the
SP370 used 3. 5 gallons on 255 miles averaging 73 m.p.g.

All in,

a very enjoyable

day with perfect weather which made a welcome change.

JOHN WARD
MZ 7 DAY ORIGINAL

TRAIL RUN 27.5.

79

FIRST DAY OF SUMMER AND THE LAST'

Starting from MARPLE BRIDGE a small party of four went via ROWARTH where
we encountered VERNON LEIGH and party, who„as Vernon put it, had just had his collar
felt by the law for allegedly riding a footpath. Glyn Clitheroe P.E.250 joined us and we
proceeded into BIRCH VALE and out over the Quarry Road to CHINLEY and via WASH to
ELDON HILL and DIRTLOW RAKE which whilst not particularly difficult were certainly
very wet as PHIL ROSSON 175 YAMAHAfound out when tackling a puddle at speed and emerging
like something from the depths of the ocean. PIN DALE followed uneventfully over loose
rockery and it was decided to tackle the climb at BAMFORD CLOUGH before having dinner,
this is a particularly steep climb over loose rockery and long since decayed tarmac and
Glyn soon had the front wheel pawing sky-wards as he attempted to loosen the stones in the
wall alongside, BRIAN STARIGE 250 HONDA, PHII and the MZ 7 DAY ORIGINAI all went
up in great style, the least experienced of our party, PAUI QUINN 125 HARLEY DAVIDSON
was soon in dire trouble with insufficient power and a flat rear tyre and never made it at all.
At this stage we retired to the nearest tavern for dinner and repairs.
The afternoon t,ook us to the DERWENT VALLEYand HAGG FARM where a
superb long steep climb from the reservoir road had the MZ fighting for vertical hold
a couple of times (its no fun with knobblies), after achieving the
albeit unseccessfully
summit
a
long straight followed and BRIAN STARKIE disappeared at a high rate of
soggy
knots followed by PHIL ROSSON and a quarter of a mile later BRIAN was extricating
himself and the bike from the roadside banking.
The next part of the county road followed and after crossing the A57 SNAKE
climbed steeply on a very muddy surface towards HOPE CROSS which I had a great time
the MZ upwards, those with knobblies I won't mention as they made it look
persuading
like a dry day on the A6 and nuff said about HARLEY DAVIDSONS which ended up almost
being carried to the top. Part of the SHATTON loop was pleasant off the tarmac motoring
and then we retraced back across DIRTLOW RAKE to ELDON HILL and home, losing
GLYN and PHIL on route.
JOHN WARD
THE RELENTLESS MZ

7

DAY ORIGINAL

TRIALS NEWS
Club Youth Cham ionshi

After three rounds:

John Contrell Tro h

Trials 28/1, 8/4, 24th June 1979

A
Mick Edwards
Philip Bovil
Scott Rowland
Jeremy Hawker
Peter Glew
D. Vaughen
Carl Baker
Roy Renton
Carl Braddock
David Watson

B
21 pts
16
7

7

5
5
2
2
2
1

Ian Bovil
Philip Repton

Carl Heath
Andrew Contrell
D. Swain
Phil Turner
Jeremy Wall
G. Stevenson

17 pts
12
12
5
3

2
1

1

R. Vaughn
G. Marfieet

5
3

pts

Next round 23.9.79.
About
Romiley, Stockport.
Club Cham ionshi

—Len

s

For Reg's apply to:
3

Mrs. C. Mather, 23 Beech Lane,

weeks before the event please.

E re Tro h

14/1, ll/3, 26/5, 16. 6. 79
Position after 4 rounds —
John Hartle John Simster and first 2 Duron Rounds.
John Hulme

Chris Clarke
Dave Porritt
Stephen Brownlee

Henry Rosenthall
Mike King
C. Sagar
Andy Needham
Duncan MacDonald
Alan Hulme
Norman Jeeves
S. Brown
D. Butterworth

Steve P Thomas

27 pts
20
17
10
8
8

8
7

5

4
3

Norman

S

21 pts
19
11

Eyre

John E Shirt

Mick Andrews

9

Scott Rowlands
G. Wilkinson
Harvey Lloyd
David Hooke
Ian Darlington
Ken Eyre
Peter Fleming
Chris Davis

8
8
7

6

4
3
3
1

1

The third and last round of the Duron Trophy was too late to be included here.
Next Club Championship round, Fisher Trophy 28 October. Apply about 3 weeks before
Cheshire.
hand for reg's to: Sonia Rosenthal, 11 Bollinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
The Dave Rowland Trophy, our FIRST National.
Don't forget our "Big One" —
(?n Sunday 22nd July starting from 4 way Diner, Wincle.

For those who wish to be involved please contact:
Ron Weale or John Garlick.

Dave Rowland,

Ken Roberts,

INTER CLUB TEAM TRIAL
Well, we didn't win! we had a good try though and finished 2nd and 3rd. Many
thanks must go to our team manager, Henry (Superbars) Rosenthall, and Ron Hulme for
'it's an honor to be
getting 18 riders together with some clever ploy to convince em that
chosen, so don't forget to send your money with yer entry'.

Unfortunately, I believe the weather was pretty bloody horrible,
few problems with the organisation of the event.

I hope all

those riders who represented

and there were a

the club so well enjoyed the

trial.

Thanks Lads.

KEN ROBERTS

RALLY SE CTION
ABANDON HOPE

ALL YE

WHO ENTER HEBE!

Well here we are again, it's been quite a while since the last report and the rally
section has covered many a mile in that time. That makes writing this rubbish quite difficult
there's been fourteen rallies visited and all of them are worth putting pen to paper about.
Anyhow I'm picking a couple of good weekends.

Turnouts have varied enormously, it usually ticks over at half a dozen mind you
eighteen present; and if one
when we ex-digitate something like the Tamax'ally happens —
certain rallyist hadn't decided to stay home we'd have collected the club award. (I won't mention
his name but may the chain on his black F2 with pantex'a fairing registration VNB6278 always
be slack). Actually for a rally section getting close to the thirty mark turnouts could be better,
five at the Moon Rally was disgusting.
For all those whose boots
especially fox local rallies —
there's
a chance to redeem yourselves
on August 3-5 at the Kentish
are riveted to the fireside
—
—
—
while on the subject of the rally
really good one this details on rally board. Ah yes
Hop
USE IT! when a rally is advertised please please please put your name up, if it'
board —
just done by mouth things get confused and it's wrong.to make folk wait around for you if you'e
with the board system we know exactly who is coming.
not going to turn up —

hit ot news

—our

o~wn raii is well under way, the site, insurance,
all
in
Date
are
hand.
for the do is October 19-21 and I'd be very
and
catering
badges
we need about 30 marshals.
grateful for names of people who will help us out —

Now here's

a

There's been a certain amount of argument in the club about the name of the rally.
Well the Flying Phallus Rally name still stands and I'd like to thank the committee for their
faith and backing. Some of the objections have been pure bloody-minded and I'e got nowt
to say to such bigots; however there is also a lot of genuine concern that the badge could
damage the club's name and reputation.
To those with these doubts I'd like to make it
there'l
clear that
be no comebacks on the club —
we wouldn't be doing it if we thought there
would be.
I sincerely hope the matter is now closed, that the bad feeling that has arisen
disappears and that we can get on with the rally in peace, the delay has already cost us money,
especially in V.A.T. increases on the badges.
Before a report on a couple of rallies welcome
to DOUG ROGERS, JIM PHILIPS, NIEL BRANHAM and MARTIN LEAH who have joined the
nysterious realm of raHyinr .

ALL NATIONS RALLY; ROBIN HOOD RALLY;

OOSSER RALLY MAY 25-27th.

This was to be one of those busy weekends —Much Wenlock via Whitmore on Friday
and then down to I itton Cheyney in Dorset on Saturday for the Oosser Rally. The plan was as
follows —
myself Colin and Mike were to set off on Friday, meet Nigel at the Robin Hood RaHy
next day, collect Doug at Strensham Services and then amble down to the Oosser where Ian and
Julie should be waiting. That was th" plan, for the comedy of errors that evolved read on.
Things started well enough, it even xained at the usual places on the motorway.
when we left the M6 that things started to go wrong. The All Nations Club had moved
site —
this meant we followed rally signs with blind faith in the opposite direction from where
we thought we should be. Anyhow we found it and spent a couple of happy hours chatting to
all and sundry in a rather excellent ale house. Looking through the window of the pub at the
torrential rain outside, then gazing at the dark brew on the table and the sultry wench from
Liverpool opposite, the intrepid rally sec. decided to stay put for the night.
However, a
subversion plot by Mike and Colin soon found us splashing towards Much Wenlock as
darkness fell.

It was

This was where the fun started —
we got to Much Wenlock O.K. and by rights
we should've been fine. I had a 99% certainty that the site was the same as the
but the rally instructions put us on the road parallel to my hunch. So off
Sheepnaggers
we went following instructions.
Half an hour later we came across a lone biker peering
at his map in the middle of nowhere —
we weren't the only idiots out that night. Sure
enough the hunch had been right, directions were obtained fxom a local hostelry and we
xolled up at the Plough just before closing time —
we apologise
to all who were trampled
underfoot as we advanced on the bax'.
Sitting outside, supping the umpteen
pints we'd bought, an even bigger idiot
turned up. The time was about eleven, he'd xeached Much Wenlock —
about five miles away
at half-seven and had been waxxlering round lost evey since. His face was a picture of
triumph as he exclaimed how glad he vs.s to finally have reached the All Nations Rallyhow do you tell someone who's
suffered like him that in fact this was the Robin Hood
Rally and that the All Nations was some fifty miles north —
he cried.

left him gently banging his head on the pub wall and put the tents up —
or
sure there was concrete under that grass —
it was one o'lock before our
curses and alcoholic oaths subsided and we crawled into the apologies for tents we'
constructed —
I promise not to mention the inside-out flysheet on a certain rallyist's tent.
We

tried to

—I'm

The next day was worse.
Two things started it off, first it absolutely chucked
it down, secondly I fell in love with the Plough's barmaid. As she stood there throwing
eggs, bacon, beans and sausage at several ravenous rallyists our eyes met, our hearts
touched and the noise and bustle of the pub dropped away into a cloudy background.
ALAS
the captivating tenderness
of the encounter could not last; this fine, noble moment was
hlown into the weeds as a string of gutt ral observations on Laverda electrics, rounded
off by a demand for ale announced the arrival of Nigel. To cut the next couple of hours
short we got underway to meet Doug; Colin went off to Chester as planned, Mike and
Nigel followed me —
briefly. All. of a sudden there they were gone. Apparently as I
shot off past a line of traffic, Mike had to pull in for petrol and Nigel's Laverda packed
up in the wet.

—wouldn't he??
So that left one- never mind, Doug would be waiting at Strensham
Alas, when Doug was told Strensham he put a mental picture of Frankley Services in his mindand that's where he was sitting.
When he realised his mistake he legged it to Strensham
and as nobody was there, assumed we'd gone and left.
Truth was that I was late and turned
up about ten minutes aftex Doug had left. I rode down to the Oosser in the company of a
Wing ridex I met at Strensham who'd been chatting to Doug.

By 8. 30 when I arrived at the Oossex, Ian had just about given us up. That he was
see me was illustrated by the little dance we did in the middle of that muddy Dorset
to
happy
field. There were plenty of folk we knew there and all that can really be said of the
evening was that it passed too quickly.
We travelled back the next day in the company of
Rick from Buxton and John, the Welsh Warrior from Cardiff. The latter fell foul of the
petrol shortage about two miles from the site and Rick had to go petrol station hunting for
him.
For most of the journey home the petrol situation kept speeds well down. By the M6
boredom had well and truly set in; the arrival of a smug little sod in an E-type changed that.
Did you know it takes close to twice the legal motorway limit to put one of those in its place?

Anyway that was about it, and as the three bikes fell away at various junctions
yet another rally weekend was over.

RALLY CALENDAR JULY
JULY

6

13

—8

—15

27-29

AUGUST

10
17

24
31

—AUGUST

BRISTOLS RALLY —
GWENT
—
EXE BALLY EXMOUTH
EIGHT CASTLES —
F ELGIUM

—12
—19

+
KENTISH HOP BALLY —
KENT
P
—
DALESMAN RALLY
YORKSHIRE DALES
—BASILDON +
PILGRIM RALLY
P
—
GUILDFOBD BALI Y
SURBE Y
P
BLACKPOOL RALLY —BLACKPOOL

—26
—2

TENTENTREFFEN
)
KASSTADT TBEFFEN
)
CAPTAIN COOK BALLY —DURHAM
SOLENT RALLY
p

*

P

P

Club intending to visit
Pre-book only

34TH

F.I.M. RALLY. MAASTBICHT, HOLLAND —18-20th MAY 1979

When Nick and I decided to make the international in Holland our introduction to
However the money that we spent
rallying, we could be accused of being rather ambitious.
was much easier to account for by explaining to my better half that this was an 'International
Event', which immediately conjured up memories of our courting days and the I.S.D. T.
in Wales.
We set off for Dover at 10. 30 p.m. two days before the rally and as we rode out
of the front gate I realised with some trepidation that unless I was careful there was every
The load on the back required two stops
possibility of doing a wheelie into Stockport.
One to lower the headlamp to avoid confusing the aircraft coming into
on the motorway.
Bingway and the second one to enable me to see a little further ahead.
M2 was open, my maps only showed little red lines around
places like Maidenhead and having made a mess of getting across London we had one hour
It had rained continuously from home and as we
to do approximately 70 miles tn Dover.
lorries leaving the docks drenched us with buckets of water
descended into Dover successive
as they passed.
We made the boat with quarter of an hour to spare, Phew!

I was pleased that the

The crossing was calm, just as well jammed between two eight wheelers with
Ghent—
not a rope insight there was not much we could do. Calais —
Ostend —
Dunkerque —
—
Antwerp Maastricht this was the route we took still in the rain until we reached Hassalt.
Having travelled the day betore the rally we had time to settle in before the fun sta,rted, and
The organi..ation was terrific and the programme of events was so full as to
fun it was.
Our bikes were not locked away for the duration of
leave little time for walking around.
but at the same time buses were
the rally as has been the case in previous internationals,

laid on to transport everyone from the camp site to thc places of
but Nick was with me.
entertainment,

—I was

going to say

The final of the Europenn Moto-football between Russia and France was
I suppose its
fantastic.
We were totally unprepared for the ferocity of the game.
looking at those static pictures in the spot the ball competition in the magazine.
Imagine Roger de Costa and Kevin Keegan rolled into one you have a rough idea of the
One goal each after seventy minutes and the match won
skill required for this sport.
by Russia on penalty kicks only then did we discover how many French communists were
in the stand.

The Grand Parade of nearly 1000 bikes through
criss crossing over the bridges in the town was
was stopped and the population responding as if they all
Conclusion —
a great rally we hope some
hope they do.
abreast

one in Luxemburg

Maastrict in lines of four
the finale, all other traffic
loved motorcyclists well lets
of you will come to the next

1980.

KEITH 4 NICK HAINING

P.L.O. REPORT
Well Guys and Dolls; guess what'?
The 17 Club has a new committee position.
Good God not another one! The Ku Klux Klan (alias the committee) have, in one of
their sober moments, decided to elect a P.L.O. or to put it another way a "Purchasing
Liaison Officer (who thought that up?) and the guy with the job is yours truly —
Jim Maple,
ably assisted by the well known Dave Duckett.

Our job will be to sort out anybody or any finn wishing to make offers at discount
prices to the club direct.
We hope to make sure that the offers made are bona fide and
legitimate, and where possible what sort of guarantee would be available.
During the next few months, we hope to try and negotiate with all types of companies
offering all types of goods at discount for Manchester 17 members.
new venture and we hope to make it successful.
If we don'
So we hope to publish a comprehensive
list on the notice
board and in the newsletter of our results.
Of course you can also approach your friendly
P.I .O. at the club (who said Prison Liaison Officer?) for more details or you may have some
useful information for us.

This is a completely

try then we will never know.

In the meantime, don't forget your local friendly dealer (easily identified by the ones
lying on the floor next to the bar). These guys we are sure will always give some discount,
but you should identify yourselves by flashing your membership card. If you don't have your
card handy they should be suitably impressed by whatever else you can flash {great opportunity

for the girls).

—10—

STOP PRESS
Negotiations already in progress with M. Z. for
spares, but after hearing of the Trail and Trailbulations
can tell jokes! ) they have made an offer to buy it back as
it that they intend to stand it on top of the Berlin wall for

WATCH THIS

the supply of "7 day original"
of the M,Z. (God they think they
a museum piece!
Rumour has

target practice.

SPACE
JIM MAPLE
P. L.O. /p(of what).

A LETTER TO JOHN.
It's hard to put
reliability and economy.

a description

to it, but there should be more to a bike than its

While appreciating your overall and worthy comments about the MZ, I feel that it
must be like having stodgy cold porridge for breakfast every morning, then not being able to
appreciate a good pint at lunch time because you'e still full. What's missing from the
description of the machine is vhat we all ride em for —
the enjoyment!

The best bikes are like a woman, temperamental,
impossible to live without.

dammed expensive

to run, but

My car will get me from A to B in comfort at a reasonable pace and do 50, 000
miles in 2 years, without even a new fan belt, but its just a means of transport not a
pleasure in itself.

missing

What I'm saying John is get a temperamental
highly strung projectile,. and stpp
out on the pleasures it can give, even though the bitch wears holes in your pocket.

KEN

TANK DEEP ROSSOM
The annual trip to the WELSH 2 DAY became extended to one week so as to ride a
few more of the superb RUPPS around LLANDRINDOD WELLS. PETER POTTS SP370
and JOHN WARD on the relentless MZ 7 DAY ORIGINAL had a pleasant canter along the 140
miles to RHAYADER where accommodations had been arranged, the MZ had last minute
nerves and flattened its battery and flooded the motor before we set off but soon settled down
to devouring the miles.
RHAYADER was reached after a warm sunny drive on the Sunday.
On the Monday we decided to head for ABERYSTWYTH in a forlorn attempt to buy
and after encountering a cold sea mist rode over to MACHYNTLETH
to try a few lanes around that area recommended by Vernon Leigh —
nice area good lanes,
worth spending more time there.
Tuesday in preparation for the arrival of PHIL ROSSOM
a film

for Peters camera
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>75 YAMAHAand DAVID CIARKSON 250 YAMAHAwe rode over what is known locally
about 8 miles of what appears virgin moorland complete with
as the MONKS TROD —
suitable bogs and more or less found our way across first time, finally arriving at
a small pub at FFAIR RHOS for dinner and five minutes later were joined by most of
the LEICESTERSHIRE T.R. F. including two hopefuls with a flat rear and nowt to
However we took pity on them and after sticking numerous patches to
mend it with.
the inner tube succeeded in keeping the air where it should be. Wednesday should not
really be mentioned, although the weather was boiling, as I'm sure it robbed the MZ
We found a climb over loose rocks leading directly from
of fifty percent of its power.
Peter made it with the
road at the reservoirs edge virtually straight up the hillside.
SP pulling hard but the MZ after the third flat out in bottom attempt had to be manhandled
before the summit, unfortunately all the effort was in vain as the direction the RUPP
took could not be located and we had to return to the road. Also that day we came down
a RUPP used by the Forestry near CABEN COCH DAM and after a good ride over the
main part of it, the final approach downhill to the road was quite entertaining as it
involved a three foot rock step and fifteen feet further on a shut gate, however after a
quick stalling job the gate was saved, PHILL DAVIDwere found wondering along the
road to CROSSGATES and so we went to the LAKESIDE at LLANDOD, as the locals call
it, to see what help would be required for the trial on Thursday. After speaking to
ROBER MAUGHLING he allocated us to RALPH VENABLES on the mornings special test.
Thursday was an early start to be at LAKESIDE for 9. 0 a. m. to meet RALPH and follow
A dull cloudy cool morning followed as the test was set up
him to the special test.
and treble checked by RALPH, who succeeded in complicating
and double checked —
the straightforward and the first riders began to trickle through. The clubs two
runners NICK LEE and PAUL RENOLDS on their SWM's passed through in fine style
and driver
and shortly afterwards a Dutch BMW outfit looped and injured the passenger
—
with one of them needing to be taken to hospital by HAFLINGER an amazing vehicle
when seen on rough ground. After the last riders had passed and a reasonable time
had elapsed we followed the course to regain the road near to the FORREST INN—
good cloggy going. Then back to LAKESIDE to see the riders coming into the finish
and the PARC FERNE, some looking clean and spritely, others looking as though they
had carried their bikes round, an MZ SIMPSON ridden by a Welsh man was noted still
going well as was an elderley N reg. HONDA 250 XL which made BRIAN STARKIE proud.
The forces CAN AMs seemed to gradually disintegrate and not many whole ones appeared
to finish the first day. Friday we went to PENNLANERCH special test near LLANGURIF,
after collecting BRIAN STARKIE en route, and again met up with RALPH VENABLES
The solos and chairs were quite
who proceeded to do his own thing on re-organising.
spectacular through here and NICK and PAUL were dicing it out closely in a good scrap
over the boggy and rock strewn track. We again followed the course after the riders
had passed and regained the road and into LLANGURIG, where we decided to go by road
to RHAYADER and as the SP and MZ cruised steadily down the road at about 80 per the
rest of the party seemed to fade out of sight including BRIAN STARKIES HONDA which
is not known for flagging. We rode on past the CLAERWEN DAM and the rough track
and decided to return via the MONKS TROD to find PHII, ROSSOM some tank deep
mud he had been looking forward to and at the first black evil looking pond that crossed
the track I waved PHIL on only to find he wasn't quite that keen and it was DAVID
CLARKSON on the 250 YAMAHAwho proved it wasn't much more than wheel deep, a few
more deep bog holes followed and I think after the ribbing PHIL got is not that keen
&

now that he's found tank deep bogs do literally exist in Wales.
At the last mud hole
before joining the road we took a few photos of PHII. and DAVIDon how not to cross
a deeply rutted muddy bog, proceeding then back to our digs where PHIL and DAVID
all but disrobed in the street of their muddy gear.

Saturday saw a return home with PHII, and DAVID starting early into a
rainy day, myself and PETER following later whilst BRIAN trailered his bike back.

All in all

a fantastic week with quite fantastic weather and scenery and as far as I
know all the bikes ran faultlessly, the MZ doing 640 miles and averaging 70 m. p. g. for
all the mixed going.

JOHN WARD
THE RELENTLESS MZ 7 DAY ORIGINAL
(19, 500 RELIABLE MILES OLD)
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A CLUBROOM FOR THE FUTURE
QUESTIONNAIRE
Do you frequent our Robin Hood, Tuesday
once a month'?

meetings

at least

YES/NO
2.

Are

you entirely

satisfied

with the accommodation'?
YES/NO

3.

Do you feel the clubroom size, atmosphere and activities are
relevant to the Club's continued existence and development'

YES/NO
4.

Do you feel that the present accommodation inhibits exchange
of ideas between groups and prevents a communal "clubby"

atmo sphere?

YES/NO
Would you be prepared to pay something
of alternative accommodation?

towards the cost

YES/NO
6.

Would you go as far as to commit yourself to a long term
covenant'? (e. g. 610 per year for 10 years)

YES/NO
7.

What accommodation

would you prefer?

PUBLIC HOUSE
PRE-FAB or HUT
MORTGAGED PROPERTY
WORKS or WORKING MEN'S
8.

Do you feel the premises

PRIVATE ROOM IN PUB
RENTED or LEASED PREMISES
COMMUNITY CENTRE
CLUB etc.

must be licensed?

Please state the district in which you live:
and add below any other comments you wish to make,
the Club or by post to the Editor.

returning the form to me at

